Abstract-Despite the salient feature of cloud computing, the cloud provider still suffers from electricity bill, which in part comes from 1) the power consumption of running physical machines (PMs) to guarantee the resource/time requirements of virtual machines (VMs), and 2) the dynamically varying electricity price offered by smart grids. In the literature, there exist viable solutions adaptive to electricity price variation to reduce the electricity bill. However, they are not applicable to serving time-sensitive VM requests. In serving time-sensitive VM requests, it is potential for the cloud provider to apply proper consolidation strategies to further reduce the electricity bill. Few prior works have provided theoretical solutions of VM consolidation strategies that are adaptive to electricity price variations in serving time-sensitive VM requests. In this work, to address this challenge, we develop electricity-priceaware consolidation algorithms for both the offline and online scenarios. For the offline scenario, we first develop a consolidation algorithm with constant approximation, which always approaches the optimal solution within a constant factor of 5. For the online scenario, we propose an O(log( Lmax L min ))-competitive algorithm that is able to approach the optimal offline solution within a logarithmic factor, where Lmax L min is the ratio of the longest length of the processing time requirement of VMs to the shortest one. Our trace-driven simulation results further demonstrate that the average performance of the proposed algorithms produce nearoptimal electricity bill.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation
Cloud computing is capable of providing affordable resources for data-and computation-intensive applications, such as big data processing [1] , rapid respond-request processing [2] and machine learning deployed computation [3] . An intuitive view of the cloud computing paradigm is that individual users or enterprises first submit their resource (e.g., CPU, memory, storage and network) requests to cloud service providers (CSPs), and CSPs then provide users with the required resource in the form of a virtual machine (VM, acting like a real computer) by the simple pay-as-you-go manner [4] . Because of its flexible, scalable and economical advantages, cloud computing services have attracted more and more applications.
As reported in [5] , the public cloud market was 204 billion dollars in 2016, and it is continuing to grow across all markets. Although CSPs can improve their revenue by providing scalable cloud services, provisioned as virtual machines, to users, they are also suffering high electricity cost for maintaining users' resource requests and guaranteeing the quality of service (QoS) [6] , [7] . Besides the electricity cost in maintaining the computing resources such as physical machines (PMs), the electricity cost/bill in part also comes from the electricity price variation offered by smart grids which varies over time [8] , [9] . For example, in wholesale electricity markets in U.S., the electricity price varies on an hourly basis and the variations can be substantial as much as a factor of 10 between two adjacent hours [10] . As it is acknowledged, cloud data centers spent millions of dollars (exceeding 15% of the amortized cost of the data centers) on the electricity supply [11] . Therefore, there is an urgent need to reduce the electricity bill for CSPs [12] - [19] .
In intuition, various solutions can be adaptive to the price variation to further reduce the electricity bill, e.g., running the time-insensitive services in time period with cheap electricity prices, utilizing the UPSs (Uninterruptible Power Supply) to store the electricity when it is cheap and deplete it when it is expensive [20] , [21] , or migrating to other geo-distributed data centers with low real-time electricity price [22] - [24] . Although such solutions are viable, they actually achieve the electricity bill reduction by adjusting/delaying the service time for the VM requests or migrating with delay to remote data centers, which are not applicable for time-sensitive VM requests with hard deadlines. As a fact, when serving time-sensitive VM requests, it is potential to further reduce the electricity bill by applying electricity-price-aware consolidation strategies, e.g., consolidating the VMs and running less PMs in high price period. Despite the abundant research on VM consolidation/scheduling algorithms, there is a lack of theoretical solutions answering the question on how much benefit can be gained by exploiting pricing variation in designing consolidation strategies when serving time-sensitive VM requests.
We use the following motivating example to show that incorporating the electricity variation in VM consolidation can help cut the electricity bill while guaranteeing the time requirements of the VM requests. As shown in Fig. 1, c(t) is the electricity price that varies over time. VMs have individual time intervals during which they should be guaranteed to be served according to QoS requirements, and they should be allocated to the PMs without exceeding these PMs' resource capacities. As shown in the first schedule (the left subfigure), a VM allocation strategy without incorporating the electricity price variation may allocate VMs to different PMs running in the period with high electricity prices. While in the second schedule (the right sub-figure), a VM allocation strategy adaptive to the electricity price variation reduces the electricity bill by running the PMs with less active time in the time period with high electricity price. Note that in such an example, the electricity bill reduction is achieved by VM consolidation with guaranteed VM service time, rather than reducing or adjusting any VM service time.
There exists extensive research works on saving electricity cost for cloud computing systems, which can be categorized into two classes: VM consolidation and VM scheduling (We will provide a more detailed review in the section of related work). In the VM consolidation research line, the VMs scattered on the low utilization PMs can be aggregated to a fraction of other active PMs so that these low utilization PMs become idle and can be put to sleep to save energy [7] , [25] - [30] . In the VM scheduling research line, VM requests are always having hard-deadline time-sensitive QoS requirements [31] , [32] . A full review is provided in Section VI. Although prior works have proposed scheduling algorithms adaptive to electricity price variation to reduce the electricity bill [20] - [24] , these works do not focus on the consolidation strategies and cannot be applied to serving time-sensitive VM requests since they achieve the reduction by adjusting the service time. To the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of theoretical solutions on VM consolidation strategies that exploit the price variation to reduce the electricity bill in serving time-sensitive requests.
To address the problem above, we theoretically study the consolidating strategies by providing approximation algorithms that is adaptive to electricity price variations and timesensitive requests simultaneously to minimize the electricity bill. As previous work indicates, even only addressing the the constraints of resource demand and PM capacity, it is intractable to allocate VMs to PMs optimally for minimizing the number of active PMs and these active PMs' running time [9] , [33] . Now with the fluctuation of the electricity prices, the VM allocation strategy should also be adaptive to price variations while approaching the optimal solution, which is much more challenging.
B. Main contributions
In this paper, we design consolidating algorithms sensitive to electricity price variation to minimize the electricity bill, for both the offline setting and the online setting.
Our contributions are summarized as follows,
• We study electricity-price-aware consolidation strategies and develop approximation algorithms to minimize the electricity bill. This is the first theoretical work on consolidation algorithms that are adaptive to the electricity price variations in serving time-sensitive VM requests.
• As the problem undertaken is intractable, we design an offline algorithm with constant approximation, which always approaches the minimum electricity cost within a constant factor of 5. The idea of the algorithm is to consolidate the VMs with similar electricity cost (to be defined later), which helps derive the relation between the proposed algorithm and the optimal solution.
• For the online scenario, we design an O(log Lmax Lmin )-competitive algorithm that always approaches the optimal offline solution within a logarithmic factor, where Lmax Lmin is the ratio of the longest length of the processing time requirement of VMs to the shortest one. Our algorithm consists of partitioning VMs into groups and generating a virtual allocation for each group to guide the allocation of the original VMs.
• Our trace-driven simulation results further demonstrate that our price-aware consolidation algorithms can effectively reduce the electricity bill and lead to near optimal electricity cost, which verifies the efficiency of the proposed algorithms. The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II introduces the system model and formulates the electricity cost minimization problem. Section III investigates the offline setting and develops a constant approximation algorithm. The online setting is studied in Section IV and a logarithmic competitive algorithm is developed. A trace-driven simulation is performed in Section V to verify the average performance of the proposed algorithms. We review the related work in Section VI and conclude the paper in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION
In this section, we introduce the system model and formulate the problem.
A. System model
We consider the cloud data center which provides scalable physical resources for tenant users through VMs. The data center needs to serve the VM requests with resource demands and running time requirements. In this paper, we consider VM consolidation algorithms, aware of electricity prices, to reduce the electricity bill in cloud data centers.
Let J = {J 1 , J 2 , ..., J n } be the set of time-sensitive VM requests where VM J i is associated with a resource demand d(J i ) (or d i for short) and a requested running time period [s i , e i ) within which it is guaranteed to run on the PMs, where s i is the starting time and e i is the ending time. The time interval is partitioned into discrete time slots. For the ease of presentation, we also refer to a VM as a job and write the interval of VM J i to be I(J i ) = [s i , e i ). For a set of VMs J , let span denote time slots when J needs to be processed, i.e., span(J ) = ∪ t:t∈I(J),J∈J t. Let [0, T ) be the whole time interval, i.e., I(J ) = [0, T ).
The data center is composed of a sufficient large set of PMs {1, ..., m}, where each PM j has g units of resources (CPUs or vCPUs). We use 0/1 variable x ij to denote whether VM J i is scheduled on PM j. If x ij = 1, then we say that PM j provides d i units of resources to VM J i during time period [s i , e i ). Thus,
Each VM J i should be allocated to at least one PM which guarantees to provide d i resources during the time interval [s i , e i ), to satisfy the time constraints,
The VMs can be consolidated to PMs with support of live migration technique to keep continuous VM services. A feasible consolidation strategy should satisfy the capacity constraint at any time t on any PM j,
To focus on the impact of price variation and simplify the assumption, we do not consider the migration time during the consolidation and left it as future work in this paper.
As energy cost is a main component of the operation cost, it is desirable for data centers to reduce the energy consumption by consolidating VMs and turning the idle PMs into low power mode (sleep or shut-down) to save the energy. Without loss of generality, we assume that the energy cost is zero when a PM turns into sleep or shut-down mode. Once a part of its resources is allocated to a VM, the PM should keep operating/active for the execution. Otherwise, it can be poweroff for power saving.
Let y(t, j) = {0, 1} indicate whether PM j is active or in sleep mode and u(t, j) ∈ [0, 1] be the utilization rate of PM j at time t with respect to the peak CPU load. Then,
and
The power consumption of a PM is composed of two parts, the first part for keeping the PM active and the second part for the utilization of the PM. The power consumption of active PM j is assumed to follow the affine function proportional to the CPU utilization as measured in [34] ,
where E I is the idle power incurred by keeping the PM active and E P is the peak power of the PM with full utilization. 
B. Problem formulation
In this paper, our goal is to investigate VM consolidation strategies that are adaptive to electricity prices to reduce the electricity bill of the cloud data center.
We use c(t) to denote the power price per unit of power at time t that is offered by smart grids. The power price/tariff is assumed to be known in advance without the discussion of prediction techniques.
The electricity cost incurred by PM j at time t is thus written as EC(t, j) = E(t, j)c(t). Accordingly, the total electricity cost/bill over all active time on all PMs is min 1≤j≤m t≥0 E(t, j)c(t).
Our objective is to design electricity-price-aware consolidation algorithms to consolidate the VMs and reduce the total electricity cost/bill, while guaranteeing the time constraints of VM requests and capacity constraints of PMs. Thus, the electricity cost minimization (ECM) problem can be formulated as the following ILP formulation, (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) .
We aim at designing both offline and online algorithms with proven performance bounds for minimizing the electricity bill. In the offline scenario, the VM requests are known in advance, while in the online scenario, the VM information is released in an online manner. The offline setting formulates the scenario where the consolidation operation is periodically invoked and a bundle of VM requests are known before consolidation. The online setting formulates the scenario of consolidation on VM request arrivals.
For the offline setting, we say that an algorithm is γ-approximation if it always achieves an electricity cost within γ times that of the optimal solution for any instance σ. That is,
where ALG(σ) and OP T (σ) are respectively the electricity cost achieved by the algorithm and the optimal solution. For the online setting, the algorithm has to make decision without relying on future information of VM requirements. The output is compared to the optimal offline solution and we say an online algorithm is λ-competitive if it always achieves an electricity cost within λ times of the optimal offline solution.
III. MINIMIZING THE ELECTRICITY COST IN THE OFFLINE
SETTING
In this section, we study the electricity cost minimization problem in the offline setting. We provide a 5-approximation algorithm to minimize the electricity bill.
A. Algorithm design
Even without the fluctuation of the electricity price, it is easy to prove that the electricity cost minimization problem is NP-complete by reducing the classical NP-complete subsetsum problem to an instance of it.
Intuitively, in order to reduce the electricity cost, we need to consolidate VMs to reduce the amount of active time of PMs to the least, and meanwhile, utilize the resource capacities of PMs in the most efficient way to reduce the power consumption. However, due to the fluctuation of the electricity price, the electricity cost is correlated with both the power consumption and the electricity price.
In general, the power consumption is composed of two parts, the consumption incurred by keeping the idle PM active and the consumption incurred by the utilization of PMs. In the high level, a schedule to reduce the total active time of PMs should consolidate the jobs with common/similar execution time intervals to the same PM. However, it is difficult to achieve this since VMs have arbitrary starting/ending time and the execution interval of VMs intersect irregularly. Moreover, the total demand of VMs consolidated to each PM should satisfy the capacity constraint. With the variation of the electricity price, the schedule should be further adaptive to the electricity price fluctuation.
To address the challenge, we partition the input set of VMs into two sets according to the amount of resource demand, the large set J > = {J i : d i > γg} and the small set J ≤ = J \J > . We first propose an allocation strategy for VMs in the small set by consolidating the VMs with similar execution time intervals and electricity cost defined as follows. Let C(J i ) = t∈[si,ei) c(t) denote the electricity cost of VM J i over time. Then, we sort the VMs in
The algorithm allocates VMs in increasing order of their index iteratively. At each iteration, we allocate the current VM J i to the first PM whose capacity constraints in each time within the interval [s i , e i ) is not violated after VM allocated. If there is no such a PM, we activate one new PM and allocate VM J i to it. The allocation terminates when all the VMs in the small set are processed.
The greedy rule above considers both the electricity cost over time and the time interval of a VM. In general, a VM that contains a time with high electricity price or has a longer length of execution time interval tends to be allocated first.
Then, we will develop an algorithm by tackling the two sets of VMs separately. For VMs in the small set, we apply the allocation rule stated above. For each VM J i in the large set J > , we allocate it to the first active PM of which the active time does not conflict with the interval of J i , and activate a new PM for J i if there is no such PMs. Algorithm
2: Compute the electricity cost C(J i ) for each VM in the small set. 3: Sort these VMs so that their electricity cost decreases as the index increases. 4: for each VM J in the small set in the order of increasing index do
5:
Select from the activated PMs to allocate the VM to the first PM (say j) of which the resource capacity on each time in the interval of the VM is not exceeded,
if there exists no such a feasible and activated PM then Activate one new PM to allocate the VM. 
B. Approximation analysis
We will theoretically show that the algorithm ELECTRIC-PARTITION can approximate the optimal electricity cost within a bounded constant factor.
The allocation process in the algorithm follows a simple greedy style, but the concept of electricity cost for each VM is novel. This makes it difficult to analyze the approximation performance of the algorithm, which requires to build the relationship between the proposed strategy and lower bound information of the optimal solution.
We will analyze the algorithm and bound the electricity cost/bill in two steps. In the first step, we bound the electricity cost incurred by keeping PMs active. In the second step, we bound the overall electricity cost, including the cost incurred by keeping PMs active and the cost caused by the utilization of the PMs.
We start from analyzing the electricity cost incurred by the allocation of the VMs in the small set. We first derive a basic property of the proposed algorithm. Let J j be the set of VMs allocated to PM j. Consider a VM J ∈ J j+1 which is assigned to PM j + 1. Let S j (J , j + 1) be the set of VMs in which each VM J with c(J) ≥ c(J ) is assigned to PM j and assume that J intersects with J at a time t j (J , j + 1). According to the condition that a new PM is activated to allocate J , we have the fact that there is at least one time t j (J , j + 1) ∈ I(J ) and a set S j (J , j + 1) such that d(J ) + J∈Sj (J ,j+1) d(J) > g, as shown in the lemma below. Lemma 1. There is at least one time t j (J , j +1) ∈ I(J ) and a set S j (J , j
Proof. In the algorithm, for allocating the current VM J , if it is allocated to PM j + 1, then this implies that PM j is not able to place VM J without violating the resource capacity. According to the definition of VMs S j (J , j + 1), these VMs are allocated before J and allocated in PM j, and moreover, intersect with J at a time. Thus, there exists a time t j (J , j + 1) such that d(J ) + J∈Sj (J ,j+1) d(J) > g which makes J be allocated to PM j + 1. This completes the proof.
The lemma above states that there exists a time t j (J , j +1) such that d(J ) + J∈Sj (J ,j+1) d(J) > g which makes the capacity of PM j (with J ∈ S j (J , j + 1) allocated there) exceeded if allocating VM J to it. Accordingly, we say that J dominates J and use dom(J, j + 1) to denote the set of VMs in PM j + 1 that dominate J. Thus, we can write J ∈ dom(J, j + 1).
In the following lemma, we examine one more property about the upper bound of the electricity cost generated by keeping that new PM active.
Consider arbitrarily a time t ∈ span(J j+1 ). There exists at least a VM J for which t ∈ I(J ) and correspondingly a set S j (J , j + 1).
where the second last inequality is derived by applying the fact d(J ) + J∈Sj (J ,j+1) d(J) ≥ g in Lemma 1 and the last inequality holds by the fact d(J ) ≤ γg for VMs in the small set according to the partition rule in the algorithm. This completes the proof.
Lemma 2 provides that the upper bound of electricity cost for keeping PM j + 1 active is J∈Jj t∈span(dom(J,j+1)) d(J)c(t)E I . We further derive the upper bound of this value. We observe the intersection property between VM J and VMs in dom(J, j + 1) and utilize the fact that VMs in dom(J, j + 1) have smaller electricity cost than J to bound the electricity cost generated in interval span(dom(J, j + 1)).
is the set of VMs in PM j + 1 that dominates J. According to the definition of domination, any J ∈ dom(J, j + 1) has C(J ) ≤ C(J). Let J L be the one in dom(J, j + 1) with the earliest starting time and J R be the one in dom(J, j + 1) with the latest deadline. Since both J L and J R intersect with J by the definition of domination, the span span(dom(J, j + 1)) is equivalent to span(J ∪ J L ∪ J R ). We have
where the first inequality obviously holds, the second one is true because C(J) ≥ C(J L ), C(J) ≥ C(J R ) and the last one holds by the definition of C(J). Accordingly,
Therefore, we have the desired result.
Based on the properties derived for the allocation of VMs in the small set, we are ready to bound the electricity cost generated by keeping PMs active. We prove the following lemma by combining Lemma 2 and Lemma 3. 
where the first inequality holds by rewriting the index and the last one holds by applying using the fact above. This completes the proof.
For VMs in the large set, each VM J satisfies d(J) ≥ γg. We prove the following bound for the electricity cost incurred by VMs in the large set. Proof. Even if each VM in the large set is allocated in a separate PM without any conflict, the electricity cost is J∈J > t∈I(J) c(t)E I . Thus, the electricity cost incurred by VMs in the large set is at most
γg c(t)E I where the first inequality holds since d(J) ≥ γg for each VM J in the large set. Now we are ready to bound the overall electricity bill based on the results above. We show that ELECTRIC-PARTITION achieves a constant approximation to the optimal solution in the following theorem. 
Let ALG and OPT respectively be the electricity cost of our proposed algorithm and the optimal solution. We first prove two lower bounds for the optimal solution. Let LB 1 = be the set of VMs allocated in PM j in the optimal solution. On the other hand, the first term t∈span(J ) c(t)E I in LB 2 is the span of all VMs in J . Even when the PM has infinite resource capacity, the optimal solution needs at least a cost t∈span(J ) c(t)E I for keeping the PM active. Moreover, the optimal solution needs another cost for the utilization of the PMs as follows,
Then, we prove the upper bound of the performance of the proposed algorithm. For VMs in the large set, the allocation incurs at most a cost EC 1 = (1−γ)g c(t)E I + t∈span(J1) c(t)E I for keeping the PMs active by Lemma 4. For all the VMs J = J > ∪ J ≤ , the electricity cost caused by the utilization of the PMs is
. Combining the components above, the overall electricity bill of our proposed algorithm will be at most
In the deductions above, the forth last inequality follows by the fact that 
IV. MINIMIZING THE ELECTRICITY COST IN THE ONLINE
SETTING
In this section, we study the electricity cost minimization problem in the online setting. The online algorithm needs to make decision without future information of VM requirements. We develop an online algorithm with log( Lmax Lmin )-competitiveness where
Lmax
Lmin is the ratio of the longest length of the time requirements of VMs to the shortest one. We will first present the algorithm design and then analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm.
A. Algorithm design
The high level idea of the design is as follows. First, we partition the input of VMs so that the lengths of VMs in the same partitioned set differ at most two times with each other. Then, for each of the partitioned set, we utilize the electricity price profile and carefully construct a set of refined VMs with the same length. Next, we develop an online algorithm for the if allocating the VM to the current PM does not violate the capacity constraints then 3: Allocate the VM to the current PM. 4 :
Set the next new PM to be the current PM. 6: Allocate the VM to the current PM. 7: end if 8: end for refined VMs based on the property that they have the same length. Finally, we make the allocation of the VMs same as the refined VMs and prove that this allocation achieves 4-competitiveness for the original VMs. Combining all results together, the algorithm is 4 log( The detailed design of the proposed algorithm is as follows. We first partition the VMs into K = log( Lmax Lmin ) sets according to the lengths of their execution time intervals. If
if it belongs to set G k , then we construct a corresponding refined instance J i which has a length L min 2 k of execution time interval. Moreover, its starting time is set to be s i = arg min
t≤t ≤t+Lmin2 k c(t ) and its ending time is set to be e i = s i +L min 2 k . That is, the refined instance J i is required to be executed in the interval [s i , e i ) ⊆ [s i , e i ) which achieves the minimum electricity cost among all possible intervals with length L min 2 k in [s i , e i ). All the refined VMs in the same set G k have the same length L min 2 k . Based on this property, we propose a procedure NEXTFIT for allocating the refined VMs. Note that the lengths of their execution time are rounded to the nearest size 2 k but not 2 k+1 . We apply NEXTFIT to each set G k and to get a virtual allocation for each refined VM J i in G k . Finally, by keeping the allocation for J i same as that of J i in the virtual allocation, we obtain the desired final allocation. Algorithm PARTITION-ROUND presents the detailed implementation.
B. Performance analysis
Now we analyze the performance of the proposed algorithm in terms of competitiveness.
Let G k = {J i : J i ∈ G k } be the set of refined VMs that are generated by the ones in G k . Let CA(G k ) be the electricity cost of keeping PMs active in Algorithm PARTITION-ROUND for VMs in set G k and CA(G k ) the electricity cost of keeping the PMs active in the virtual allocation for VMs in set G k . Let CO(G k ) be the minimum electricity cost for keeping the PMs active for G k in the optimal solution.
In the following lemma, we prove that for each partitioned group G k of VMs, the electricity cost for keeping them active is at most 4 times that of the optimal solution. for each VM J i in the same group G k do 10: Apply NEXTFIT to each set G k to get virtual allocation.
11:
end for 12: for each VM J i in the same group G k do 13: Set the allocation of J i in G k same as that of the virtual allocation for J i in G k . 14: end for 15: end for Lemma 6. For each set G k , the electricity cost for keeping the PMs active in Algorithm PARTITION-ROUND is at most 4 times that of the optimal solution.
Proof. First, we prove CA(G k ) ≤ 2CA(G k ). Observe the construction rule of the refined VMs. Each VM J i ∈ G k is generated by setting its length to be 2 k and 2 k ≤ e i − s i < 2 k+1 . The total length of execution time interval of J i is at most twice of J i . Moreover, the starting time of J i is the one that achieves the minimum electricity cost C(
We usex ij = 1 to denote that J i is allocated to PM j in the virtual allocation. Since the allocation for J i is the same as that of J i , we have x ij = 1. In such a case, the electricity cost incurred by the final allocation CA(G k ) is at most twice that of CA(G k ) in the virtual allocation.
Next, we prove that for VMs with the same length, applying NEXTFIT to them can achieve an electricity cost within twice that of the optimal solution, i.e. CA(G k ) ≤ 2CO(G k ) ≤ 2CO(G k ). We prove this property by developing a marking scheme. Let the input VMs for Algorithm NEXTFIT be J and A(J ) be the electricity cost caused by keeping the PMs active in Algorithm NEXTFIT for allocating the VMs in J . Let O(J ) be the electricity cost caused by keeping the PMs active in the optimal solution for allocating the VMs in J .
We prove the competitiveness by examining the number of PMs activated at any time t. The algorithm allocates the VMs according to the increasing order of their arrival time. For any time t ∈ span(J ), let N alg (t) be the number of PMs activated in the algorithm at time t. To show the competitiveness, we only need to prove We start to analyze the output of the algorithm. We use a marking scheme to prove another bound d(t, J ) > N alg (t)−1 2 · g. The algorithm allocates the VMs in the order of increasing starting time. Moreover, it always activates one new PM once the current VM is not feasible to be allocated to the current PM due to the allocation for the VMs with earlier starting time and the current VM will be allocated to the new PM. We observe what property is implied for the input VMs with the same length. Consider arbitrarily a time t and the VMs J (t) = {J : t ∈ I(J)} that intersect at time t. Since these VMs have the same length, a VM with early starting time will have early ending time. VMs in J (t) = {J : t ∈ I(J)} are allocated one by one to the current PM while satisfying the feasibility of resource capacity. Consider the first PM that is used to allocate the VMs in J (t). Partial resources on this PM may be allocated to satisfy the demand of VMs with earlier starting time than that of J (t). While for the second PM that is used to allocate the VMs in J (t), it satisfies the demand of them as much as possible until its resource capacity is exceeded and then the third PMs is activated. Now we develop a marking scheme to prove
by marking the demand from the p-th PM to that of the (p − 1)-th PM. Note that the demand of the first VM on the third PM plus the total demand of VMs allocated in the second PM exceeds the capacity g. In general, the demand of the first VM on the p-th PM plus the total demand of VMs allocated in the (p − 1)-th PM exceeds the capacity g where 3 ≤ p ≤ N alg (t). If N alg (t) ≤ 2, obviously we have
. Consider the case that N alg (t) ≥ 3 and N alg (t) is even. By the marking scheme, we have 2d(t, J ) ≥ 2d(t, J (t)) > (N alg (t) − 2)g, and hence d(t, J ) ≥
· g. This can be verified by observing from the marking scheme by using at most two copies of the demand of VMs on the (p − 1)-th PM with 3 ≤ p ≤ N alg (t) and one copy of that of other PMs. Next, consider the case that N alg (t) ≥ 3 and N alg (t) is odd. For the first N alg (t) − 1 (which is an even number) PMs, we can still mark the demand of p-th PM to that of the demand of (p − 1)-th PM where 2 ≤ p ≤ N alg (t) − 1. Moreover, since the total demand of VMs in the (N alg (t) − 1)-th PM plus the demand of the first VM allocated on the N alg (t)-th PM exceeds the capacity g, we build one more mark from the (N alg (t) − 1)-th demand to that of the N alg (t)-th PM. Thus, we have 2d(t, J ) ≥ 2d(t, J (t)) > (N alg (t) − 2)g + g and
· g. This can be verified by observing from the marking scheme by using at most two copies of the demand of VMs on the p-th PM with 2 ≤ p ≤ N alg (t) − 1 and one copy of that of other PMs. Therefore, we have proved that
Now we combine the two bounds above to get
. Thus, with the integrality of N opt (t),
. Therefore, we have derived the competitiveness of NEXTFIT that A(J ) = t≥0 N alg (t)c(t)E I ≤ 2 t≥0 N opt (t)c(t)E I = 2O(J ).
Since we apply Algorithm NEXTFIT to each set G k to get virtual allocation, we have CA(G k ) ≤ 2CO(G k ) by the competitiveness of Algorithm NEXTFIT. Moreover, CO(G k ) ≤ CO(G k ) since each refined VM in G k is generated by selecting a sub-interval of execution time requirement of the corresponding VM in G k . Thus, we have
Therefore, we conclude that CA(G k ) ≤ 2CA(G k ) ≤ 4CO(G k ) and complete the proof.
Remark: The lemma above is proved by showing that
The idea of proof is as follows. First, the construction of the refined VMs helps ensure that the electricity cost of the final allocation approaches that of the virtual allocation by keeping the final allocation same as that of the virtual allocation. Second, we show that the virtual allocation can achieve a good electricity cost compared to the optimal solution since the refined VMs have the same length.
Then, we combine the competitiveness of each partitioned group to derive the logarithmic competitiveness of the online algorithm. Proof. Let ALG and OP T respectively be the electricity cost of Algorithm PARTITION-ROUND and the optimal solution. We have ALG = t≥0 1≤j≤m EC(t, j) = t≥0 1≤j≤m E I y(t, j)c(t) + t≥0 1≤j≤m (E P − E I )u(t, j)c(t) where the first part is the electricity cost caused by keeping the PMs active and the second part is the electricity cost caused by the utilization of the PMs. Let CA(G k ) be the number of active time slots used for VMs in set G k in the algorithm. Let CO(J ) and CO(G k ) respectively be the minimum number of active time slots with the input of VMs in set J and set G k in the optimal solution.
For the first part, we have t≥0 1≤j≤m y(t, j)c(t)E I ≤ 0≤k≤K−1 CA(G k ) ≤ 4 0≤k≤K−1 CO(G k ) by applying the competitiveness for the partitioned set G k in Lemma 6. Let J opt j be the set of VMs allocated in PM j and u opt (t, j) be the utilization rate of PM j at time t in the optimal solution. We have
where the first inequality holds by using the fact that
Lmin · OP T where the last inequality is true because OP T ≥ CO(J ) + 1≤j≤m t≥0 (E P −E I )u opt (t, j)c(t). This proves the competitiveness of the algorithm.
V. SIMULATIONS
The theoretical analyses have verified the worst-case performance bounds of both offline and online algorithms proposed in this paper. In this section, we perform simulations to further validate their average performances and the effect of incorporating price variation in consolidation.
We will compare our offline algorithm (Offline-ALG) and online algorithm (Online-ALG) with two lower bounds of the optimal solution
• OPT-LR, which is a lower bound of the optimal solution.
OPT-LR is obtained by relaxing the ILP formulating of the problem to be a linear programming problem with
• OPT-LB, which is another lower bounder of the optimal solution. OPT-LB is obtained by treating the demand of VMs as divisible values and using the resource from the least number of PMs to serve the divisible demands. and other four algorithms that are unaware of the price variation
• Offline-HDF, a baseline offline algorithm that resorts the VMs in the non-increasing order of demand and allocates them one by one to the first PM that is active and able to fit the VM (a new PM is activated otherwise).
• Online-HDF, a baseline online algorithm extended from Offline-HDF that allocates VMs by the rule of highdemand first to the first PM that is active and able to fit the VM on its arrival.
• FF, an offline algorithm from [35] , which partitions the VMs into different sets and allocates them according to their lengths to PMs in a first-fit manner.
• On-FF, a natural online variant of algorithm FF [35] that allocates VMs according to their lengths to PMs in a firstfit manner when VMs arrive. We implement the algorithms in Python 2.7. We will perform simulations with random input first, and then conduct simulations on real traces.
A. Random input
We first evaluate the performance of the algorithms with random input.
1) Offline algorithm: We first conduct simulations for our offline algorithm. We set E P as 0.2 KW and E I as 0.1 KW, which is the same as that in [36] . The arrival time r i of task J i is a random value in range [0m, 300m) while the deadline of it is assumed to be a random value in range (r i , 300). The capacity g is normalized to be 1 and the demand of a The electricity price is assumed to follow normal distribution N (0.5$, 0.2$). As computing the lower bound of optimal solution OPT-LR, the linear relaxation of ILP formulation, is still too time consuming, we evaluate the performance from 100 to 700 VMs with a step of 100 where each point is generated by averaging over 50 instances. Fig.2 shows the simulation results on the electricity bill. We can see from the figure that algorithms Offline-HDF and FF that are unaware of price variation cause around 30% extra cost more than the lower bound OPT-LR of optimal solution, while our price-aware consolidation algorithm incurs only around one half extra cost of that caused by Offline-HDF (or FF). This implies that consolidating strategies adaptive to price variation can significantly reduce the electricity bill. Moreover, the cost of our algorithm is quite close to the lower bound OPT-LR of the optimal solution, which implies that it is even closer to the optimal solution.
Although we did not provide the theoretical bound on the number of PMs used in our analysis, we compare such a metric with OPT-LB through simulations in Table I . We note that for the random input, our offline algorithm yield slightly more PMs than the baseline Offline-HDF. This is because Offline-HDF algorithm only focuses on minimizing PM number by allocating VMs to the available PM in highdemand first manner, thereby launching fewer PMs than our offline algorithm that considers both the electricity cost and PM number. However, this disadvantage of our algorithm on minimizing PMs disappears in the online case where future information is unknown (as we will show in the following section). In summary, we can see from Table I that the number of PMs used in our offline algorithm is nearly the same as that of the lower bound OPT-LB of the optimal solution. These together validate the efficiency of the algorithm.
2) Online algorithm: The simulation setting is similar to that of the offline scenario except that the VMs are available online. Fig.3 illustrates the simulation results of our online algorithm. In terms of the electricity bill, our online algorithm also consumes much less cost than the baseline Online-HDF and the benchmark algorithm On-FF, and produces a nearoptimal solution. Furthermore, from Table II, our online algorithm uses much less number of PMs during the consolidation than Online-HDF and On-FF that are unaware of price variation, and uses no more than 22% of the number of PMs needed in lower bound OPT-LB of the optimal solution. Therefore, together with the theoretical worst-case bound derived in the analysis, these show that our online algorithm is efficient in practice.
B. Real trace
Next, we evaluate the performance by using the real trace, the data set Google Cluster Trace from a cluster of Google [37] (the larger one therein). The traces include millions of task requests which specifies the resource demand (e.g. CPUs, memories) and execution time intervals. We take the request of each task as the request of a VM in the cloud data center in the simulation. We use the electricity prices in [10] , where the prices are dynamic at different hours. We extract the requests in 24 hours from the traces and get 7,000 VM requests in the simulation. The resource demand of each VM d i is already normalized, thus the capacity g of each PM is set as 1. The setting of E P and E I is the same as that of the random input case. We evaluate the performance from 500 to 7,000 VMs with a step of 500. With such a large-scale input, we compare the performance of our algorithms with the four algorithms Offline-HDF, FF, Online-HDF, On-FF. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the simulation results. Both the performances of the offline approximation algorithm and the online algorithm have trends similar to that of the random input case. We can see from Fig. 4 that the electricity bill caused by our price-aware offline algorithm is much less than both of Offline-HDF and FF that are unaware of price variation, which is stablized at around a ratio of 15%. We note that compared to small number of VMs, the gap between Offline-ALG and benchmark algorithms becomes larger for the input of large number of VMs, which is possibly because the VMs becomes denser as more VMs are extracted from the trace and our algorithm Offline-ALG adaptive to price variation is efficient in allocating dense VM requests. From  Fig. 5 , we can see that our online algorithm Online-ALG also causes less electricity bill than both of Online-HDF and On-FF that are unaware of price variation. These together validate the efficiency of our proposed algorithms.
VI. RELATED WORK
This paper mainly focuses on minimizing electricity bill by developing consolidating strategies adaptive to electricity price variation in serving time-sensitive VM requests. We review the related work from the following three aspects: energy-aware VM consolidation (Section VI-A), QoS-aware VM scheduling (Section VI-B) and electricity price-aware VM allocation (Section VI-C).
A. Energy-Aware VM Consolidation
Many industrial investment reports that PMs consume a high percentage of energy in cloud data centers [38] , and one straightforward approach of reducing energy cost is to reduce the number of active PMs. For example, Song et al. [7] propose a bin-packing-based resource consolidation mechanism of allocating VMs to PMs by using the minimum number of PMs. Li et al. [39] extend the one dimension VM configuration to multiple dimensions VM configuration settings. For the dynamic cloud computing system where VM requests arrive and depart dynamically, static VM allocation is far away from energy optimization. Fortunately, the live migration technology, allowing a VM to be migrated from one PM to another PM, has proved to be effective in addressing dynamic resource consolidation [40] . The main challenge of the VM resource consolidation is that which PM (source PM) should be turned off, their VMs should be migrated to which target PM. To achieve these goals, the threshold-based resource consolidation approach has been investigated [26] , [28] , [41] . This approach works by first predetermining two thresholds, the low threshold t l and the high threshold t h . The low threshold t l is used to determine the source PM, i.e., the PM's resource utilization below t l , and for the source PM, all of its VMs should be migrated out for energy saving. The high threshold t h is used to determine that for the target where VMs are migrated, its resource utilization should not exceed t h for hot-spot avoidance. Recently, Farahnakian et al. [29] uses ant colony technology to determine the optimal VM migration by incorporating the VM consolidation benefit of reducing energy and its cost of incurring traffic delay. Moreover, to account for the switch cost of turning on and off PMs, Lin et al. [6] propose a dynamic right-sizing mechanism for determining the number of active PMs by considering the future VM requests.
B. QoS-aware VM Scheduling
One natural way to be aware of the QoS is to reduce the average response time of users' VM requests. For example, Tang et al. [9] propose an approximate VM scheduling algorithm to minimize users' response delay. For the cloud computing applications where there are not enough PMs available for running all VM requests, the system under capacity constraints should determine to schedule which requests in order to maximize the social welfare [42] . For these applications where there are penalties for VM services deadline delay, the system should more carefully schedule VMs for maximizing its net revenue [43] . These above researches only consider improving the QoS quality, but ignore the trade-off between QoS satisfaction and PMs' energy cost saving. To address these trade-off issues, rich research works (e.g. [32] , [44] , [45] ) have been focusing on satisfying users' QoS while maintaining energy efficient centers. For example, Lin et al. [6] transforms the bi-objectives problem of energy cost minimization and the QoS maximization to a single objective problem with a tradeoff parameter λ. Gupta et al., [31] models the workload as workflow graphs with task dependencies, and aims to design scheduling strategies by considering tasks dependencies and their deadlines while maximizing the energy efficiency. Wong et al. [46] studies the schedule that at most g jobs can be running on each machine at any given time to minimize the total active time. Shachnai et al. [35] aims to minimize the number of active time units of multiple machines to reduce the power consumption. These above QoS-aware scheduling mechanisms have made a great step towards building practical energy-efficient data centers by considering VM requests' QoS and PMs' energy cost. Complementary to these work, we further account for the dynamic electricity price variation, which can help data centers build more practical energyefficient cloud computing systems.
C. Electricity Price Variation-aware Data centers
Electricity price variation is a widely used mechanism to balance the electricity supply and demand in the smart grid [8] . One natural way for the data center to reduce electricity cost in the case of high electricity price is to reduce the provisions of VM services. For example, Jain et al. [47] and Zhang et al. [48] designs incentive-mechanisms to elicit these users' real cost of degrading their VM services, thereby cutting the optimal VMs' services for revenue cut minimization while achieving the target electricity reduction. The works in [20] , [21] leverage energy storage devices to storage energy in advance with the aim of avoiding high electricity usage when the electricity price increases. The works in [22] , [23] exploit electricity price diversity in different locations and save operation cost through migrating VM services over geo-distributed data centers. Rao et al. [24] notice the delay diversity in different locations and attempt to reduce the cost while guaranteeing a limited delay requirements when migrating services between geodistributed data centers in multi-electricity-market environment with diverse electricity prices. All these solutions achieve the electricity bill reduction either by adjusting the service time of the requests inside a single data center or by migrating with delays between geo-distributed data centers, which are not applicable to serving time-sensitive requests.
In summary, to the best of our knowledge, there is a lack of theoretical solutions on consolidation strategies that are adaptive to price variation in serving time-sensitive requests. This paper aims to address such a challenge by developing efficient consolidation algorithms with theoretical guarantees.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we theoretically study VM consolidation algorithms adaptive to electricity price variations to reduce the electricity bill in serving time-sensitive VM requests. We provide both offline algorithm and online algorithm with theoretical performance guarantees. Trace-driven simulation results further demonstrate that our algorithms can achieve good average performance compared to the optimal solution. In real-world data centers, the consolidation algorithms can be implemented as an embedded module in the VM scheduler. When consolidation is needed, based on the electricity price at each time, the VM scheduler can either invoke the offline algorithm to consolidate a bundle of VMs that are released beforehand or invoke the online algorithm to consolidate VMs that arrive online.
One possible research direction in the future is to study the electricity-price-aware migration strategy to further address the migration time during migrating. The other is to consider the multi-resource requests to improve the accuracy in formulating the VM requests, which is very challenging to develop algorithms with theoretical guarantees since the consolidation strategies should address the correlation between the price variation and each dimension of the resource requests.
